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Half the world’s population lives in cities; urban areas are expected to expand significantly in our
lifetime because of migration and globalization as well as for economic and social reasons. While the
reality of the world’s cities is multifaceted, writers, film directors, and installation artists have
frequently represented cities in mythic or dystopian terms, creating a certain kind of incongruence
between the urban experience and the city as an imagined space. In this course we will examine some
such works, which imagine modern cities as sinful, dangerous, alienating and at the same time
liberating; as sites of violence, oppression, and dread as well as of memory, sexuality, and desire.
Books to purchase at the Tufts bookstore:
1) Fyodor Dostoyevsky, Crime and Punishment (only the Pevear and Volokhonsky translation)
2) Gary Shteyngart, Super Sad True Love Story
3) Italo Calvino, Invisible Cities
Copies of all additional readings will be posted on the course website; all films can be streamed on your
computer – links will be posted on the course website. Two films in the first three weeks of the course
are available only on Netflix; you can get a free one-month trial membership and cancel it afterwards.

COURSE REQUIREMENTS
1) Attendance is mandatory – this is a seminar-style course and active participation is crucial to its success. Please
inform me in advance about any family or medical emergency that might prevent you from attending the class during a
particular week.
2) 30% - Discussion questions should be posted on the course website by 3 PM on the day of the class. These questions
will form the basis for parts of our class discussions. You are allowed to miss three weeks’ worth of questions without
penalty (in other words, you are required to post 8 questions during the course of the semester; you must post at least
during one of the weeks we’re reading Dostoyevsky). Besides posing some of your questions in class for the whole
group to discuss, I will be periodically returning your questions to you in batches, with comments.
The question should call attention to some theme, common bond or discrepancy in the texts that you think may be
worthy of discussion. The length is not fixed, but it shouldn’t be longer than around 250 words (or one page double
spaced, if you do it in Word). It could also be shorter. Aim for specificity; it can be a good idea to call attention to
specific points or passages in the readings to exemplify your points. The best questions are thoughtful questions that
show engagement with the texts; weaker questions are vague, discuss issues outside the texts, or simply serve to
summarize the texts.
3) 25% - Responses to class discussion. A brief response (aim for one or two paragraphs, about 200 words) to class
discussion, posted by 9 PM on the day after class on the course website (that is, within 24 hours after each class). You
are allowed to miss three weeks’ worth of such responses without penalty (in other words, you are required to post 8
questions during the course of the semester; you must post during at least one of the weeks we’re reading
Dostoyevsky).
The emphasis of this assignment is on asking each student to respond to what they’ve learned during each class
discussion and how it relates to their understanding of the material. If it suits your interests and style, you may treat this
assignment as your own urban diary, in which you relate your own experience of cities – as long as you allow yourself
to grapple with the class material in these reflections.
4) 15% - Class participation. Active participation is an essential part of any seminar – contributions by members of the
class enhance the acquisition and digestion of knowledge by the entire group. This relies on individual participation
and each individual’s motivation to further their own and their peers’ knowledge. But the quality and thoughtfulness of
individual contributions also makes the entire community function. So, the class participation grade will be assessed in
two ways: 1) Your individual contributions to discussions in class – the usual way in which professors assess
individual participation based on how active, thoughtful, and receptive to other ideas you are in class; 2) Your
contributions to the community outside of class. This is where it is important that you make sure to read your peers’
responses to class discussions online: these responses will be posted within 24 hours of the class and every member of
the class should make sure to read them some time before the subsequent class. Though I am not requiring a certain
number of responses to your peers’ comments, I will assess the overall participation grade of everyone in class based
on the level of activity in those online discussions. Be sure to go to the course website regularly and participate.
5) 30% - Take-home final exam will be due towards the end of the exam period, date TBA. The exam will consist of
three sections: 1) Brief questions which require 1-2 sentence answers that test your knowledge of the material and rely
on your knowledge of details; 2) Close readings modeled on how we approach materials in class throughout the
semester; 3) Short essay questions that ask you to reflect on the broader themes of the course by presenting examples
from what we’ve studied. Because you will have stayed on top of the material through weekly discussion questions,
discussion responses, and class participation, the final exam should be a breeze. Exam questions will be distributed on
the last day of class, April 25; you will have 10-14 days to complete it.

EXTRA CREDIT
Contribution to public knowledge. This is the digital age and many of you have digital skills and digital
interests; some of you are artists who put on shows for the greater public. I will award a substantial extra credit (up
to half a letter grade) for a thoughtful self-designed project that builds on the knowledge you will acquire in this
course to contribute to the greater public knowledge and appreciation of the cities. You may, for example,
contribute to or expand existing entries in Wikipedia; participate in different digital humanities projects or launch
your own; make your artwork available online, etc. You will need to discuss this project with me ahead of time
and submit your description of it and evidence of its existence during the exam period.

SCHEDULE OF CLASSES
Note: The schedule might be adjusted slightly and additional short readings may be assigned. There will be
a number of optional readings recommended to interested students throughout the course.
(T) denotes readings that are more theoretical in nature.
January 25

Introduction: Urban Glimpses
• Excerpts from Paris, je t’aime; 400 Blows; A Trip down Market Street
• Biblical city narratives: Babylon, Sodom and Gomorrah, Shechem
• Isaac Babel, “My First Fee”

February 1

Urban Spaces: Between Mind and Body
• Watch: The Belly of an Architect (dir. Peter Greenaway, 1986 – on Netflix)
• Nikolai Gogol, “The Nose”
• Walter Benjamin, “Hashish in Marseilles”
• (T) Frederick Jameson, “Cognitive Mapping”
• (T) Lewis Mumford, “What is a City?”
• (T) Peter Greenaway, “Photographing Architecture”

February 8

Crime Scenes and the Urban Plot
• Arthur Conan Doyle, “Adventures of the Red-Headed League”
• Edgar Allan Poe, “Mystery of Marie Rogêt,” “Murders in the Rue Morgue”
• Rubem Fonseca, stories from The Taker and Other Stories
• Watch: Sherlock (BBC, season 1, episode 1, “A Study in Red” – on Netflix)
• (T) Michel Foucault, “Panopticism”
• (T) Matt Matsuda, Memory of the Modern (excerpt)

February 15

The City and the Novel (I): Crime
• F. Dostoyevsky, Crime and Punishment (Parts 1-3)
• Nikolai Gogol, “The Overcoat”
• Honoré de Balzac, Père Goriot (excerpts)

February 22 The City and the Novel (II): Punishment
• F. Dostoyevsky, Crime and Punishment (Parts 4-6)
• (T) Mikhail Bakhtin, Discourse in the Novel (excerpts)
February 29 Modernity and The Urban Spectacle
• Watch: Sunrise: A Tale of Two Humans (dir. F.M. Murnau, 1927)
• Charles Baudelaire, excerpts from Paris Spleen and The Flowers of Evil
• (T) Georg Simmel, “Metropolis and Mental Life”
• (T) Walter Benjamin, “Paris, the Capital of the Nineteenth Century”
• (T) Tom Gunning, “An Aesthetic of Astonishment”
• (T) T.J. Clark, “The View from Notre Dame”
• (T) Judith Walkowitz, “Urban Spectatorship”
March 7

City and Film (I): Montage and the Revolution
• Watch: Man With a Movie Camera (dir. Dziga Vertov, 1927)
• Watch: October (dir. Sergei Eisenstein, 1925)
• (T) Sergei Eisenstein, “Montage and Architecture,” “A Dialectic Approach to
Film Form”
• (T) Dziga Vertov, “The Kino-Eye”
• (T) Walter Benjamin, “Moscow”

March 14

City and Film (II): Surveillance, Voyeurism, Gender
• Watch: M (dir. Fritz Lang, 1931)
• Watch: Rear Window (dir. Alfred Hitchcock, 1954)
• (T) Tom Gunning, “Tracing the Individual Body:
Photography, Detectives, and Early Cinema”
• (T) M.A. Doane, “Film and the Masquerade: Theorizing the Female Spectator”

March 21

SPRING BREAK (take Gary Shteyngart’s novel with you on vacation)

March 28

Urban Dystopias
• Watch: Metropolis (dir. Fritz Lang, 1927)
• Gary Shteyngart, Super Sad True Love Story
• (T) Karl Marx, “Commodities and Money”
• (T) Erika Rappaport, “A New Era of Shopping”
Thursday, March 29 – David Bezmozgis reads at Tufts, Time TBA
Bezmozgis is the author of The Free World (2010), a novel set in Rome in the 1970s.
Friday, March 30 – Gary Shteyngart reads at Tufts, 5 PM
Shteyngart is the author of Super Sad True Love Story (2010), which we are reading this week.
Both writers were included in the “20 under 40” category by The New Yorker in 2010.
Attendance of both events is highly encouraged; extra credit option will be available.

April 4

Walking in the City
• Watch: Lost in Translation (dir. Sophia Coppola, 2004)
• Watch: Wings of Desire (dir. Wim Wenders, 1987)
• Franz Kafka, “Clothes,” “The Street Window,” “Passersby”
• Vladimir Nabokov, “A Guide to Berlin”
• (T) Michel de Certeau, “Walking in the City”

April 11

Cities and Memory (I): Imagined Places
• Italo Calvino, Invisible Cities
• Vladimir Nabokov, “A Visit to a Museum”
• Shimon Attie, urban installations from Writing on the Wall
• (T) Michel Foucault, “Of Other Places”
• (T) Frances Yates, “Architecture and the Art of Memory”

April 18

Cities and Memory (II): Desire, Homelessness, Mapping
• Watch: In the Mood for Love (dir. Wang Kar-wai, 2000)
• Aleksandar Hemon, “Mapping Home” (from The New Yorker)
• André Aciman, “Shadow Cities”

April 25

Conclusions: The Garden Party
• Watch: Crash (dir. Paul Haggis, 2004)
Class meets for dinner/party at the instructor’s house. We will be out in the garden,
weather permitting. The location is a ten-minute walk from Tufts.

